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Winner of the 2018 Christy Award Book of the Year After a devastating heartbreak three years ago, genealogist and historical
village owner Nora Bradford has decided that burying her nose in her work and her books is far safer than romance in the here
and now. Unlike Nora, former Navy SEAL and Medal of Honor recipient John Lawson is a modern-day man, usually 100 percent
focused on the present. But when he's diagnosed with an inherited condition, he's forced to dig into the secrets of his past and his
adoption as an infant, enlisting Nora to help him uncover the identity of his birth mother. The more time they spend together, the
more this pair of opposites suspects they just might be a perfect match. However, John's already dating someone and Nora's not
sure she's ready to trade her crushes on fictional heroes for the risks of a real relationship. Finding the answers they're seeking will
test the limits of their identity, their faith, and their devotion to one another.
The ultimate cure that could heal any disease? Crazy. That's exactly what research scientist Marian Creighton has always
believed about her father's quest, even if it does stem from a desire to save her sister Ellen from the genetic disease that stole
their mother from them. But when her father falls into a coma after drinking a vial of holy water believed to contain traces of
residue from the Tree of Life, Marian must question all of her assumptions. He's left behind tantalizing clues that suggest he's
crossed back in time. Insane. Until Marian tests his theories and finds herself in the Middle Ages during a dangerous peasant
uprising. William Durham, a valiant knight comes to Marian's rescue and offers her protection . . . as his wife. The longer Marian
stays in the past, the more she cares about William. Can she ever find her father and make it back to the present to heal her
sister? And when the time comes to leave, will she want to? Bestselling author Jody Hedlund is your guide down the twisting
waters of time to a volatile era of superstition, revolts, and chivalry in this suspenseful story.
In this inspiring novel, one ordinary man makes the pilgrimage to the mythical greens of St. Andrews—the birthplace of golf—on a
search for greatness. If golf novels had a leaderboard, Miracle at St. Andrews would be at the top. Though nobody has ever
identified a single secret—no universally accepted truth—to the sport, every real player searches for one. Travis McKinley is one
such seeker. A former professional golfer who feels like he's an amateur at the rest of life, he makes a pilgrimage to the mythical
greens at St. Andrews. On the course where golf was born, every link, hole, fairway—even the gorse—feels like sacred ground.
Ground that can help an ordinary player, an ordinary man, achieve a higher plane.
A mysterious letter alluding to a secret in her parents' past brings Genevieve Woodward back to her Blue Ridge Mountains
hometown, but she's also in need of a break from a high-profile career that has left her dangerously burned out and concealing a
powerful secret of her own. When she wakes inside an unfamiliar cottage to find the confused owner staring down at her, she can
no longer ignore the fact that she needs help. Sam Turner has embraced his sorrow and his identity as an outsider. The solitary,
disciplined life he lives on his historic farm is the life he's chosen for himself. The last thing he wants is to rent his cottage to a
woman as troubled as she is talkative. Yet, he can't force himself to turn her away right when she needs him most. As Genevieve
researches her family's history and her and Sam's emotions deepen, they will have to let go of the facades and loneliness they've
clung to and allow light to illuminate every hidden truth.
When Meg inherits her father's thoroughbred farm, she's determined to shut it down, despite Bo, the handsome manager. Can
he--and love--change her mind?
A scientific investigation and personal adventure story about zombis and the voudoun culture of Haiti by a Harvard scientist. In
April 1982, ethnobotanist Wade Davis arrived in Haiti to investigate two documented cases of zombis—people who had reappeared
in Haitian society years after they had been officially declared dead and had been buried. Drawn into a netherworld of rituals and
celebrations, Davis penetrated the vodoun mystique deeply enough to place zombification in its proper context within vodoun
culture. In the course of his investigation, Davis came to realize that the story of vodoun is the history of Haiti—from the African
origins of its people to the successful Haitian independence movement, down to the present day, where vodoun culture is, in
effect, the government of Haiti’s countryside. The Serpent and the Rainbow combines anthropological investigation with a
remarkable personal adventure to illuminate and finally explain a phenomenon that has long fascinated Americans.
2017 Christy Award Winner Gray Fowler, star NFL tight end, is being pursued by a stalker, so his team hires a protection agency
to keep Gray under the watch of a bodyguard at all times. When Gray meets Dru Porter, an agent assigned to him, he's indignant.
How can an attractive young female half his size possibly protect him? But Dru's a former Marine, an expert markswoman, and a
black belt. She's also ferociously determined to uncover the identity of Gray's stalker. And she's just as determined to avoid any
kind of romantic attachment between herself and the rugged football player with the mysterious past. But the closer they get to
finding the stalker, the closer they grow to each other. As the danger rises, can Dru and Gray entrust their hearts--and their
lives--to one another?
Britt Bradford and Zander Ford have been the best of friends since they met thirteen years ago. Unbeknown to Britt, Zander has
been in love with her for just as long. Independent and adventurous Britt channels her talent into creating chocolates at her
hometown shop. Zander is a bestselling author who's spent the past 18 months traveling the world. He's achieved a great deal but
still lacks the only thing that ever truly mattered to him--Britt's heart. When Zander's uncle dies of mysterious causes, he returns to
Merryweather, Washington, to investigate, and Britt is immediately there to help. Although this throws them into close proximity,
both understand that an attempt at romance could jeopardize their once-in-a-lifetime friendship. But while Britt is determined to
resist any change in their relationship, Zander finds it increasingly difficult to keep his feelings hidden. As they work together to
uncover his uncle's tangled past, will the truth of what lies between them also, finally, come to light?
From the New York Times bestselling author of Redeeming Love and The Masterpiece—and “one of [Christian fiction’s] most
honored and talented writers” (Library Journal)—comes a heart-wrenching but uplifting story about a highly controversial topic.
Dynah Carey knew where her life was headed. Engaged to a wonderful man, the daughter of doting parents, a faithful child of
God—she has it all. Then the unthinkable happens: Dynah’s perfect life is irrevocably changed by a rape that results in an
unwanted pregnancy. Her family is torn apart and her seemingly rock-solid faith is pushed to the limits as she faces the most
momentous choice of her life: to embrace or to end the life within her. This is ultimately a tale of three women, as Dynah’s plight
forces both her mother and her grandmother to confront the choices they made. Written with balance and compassion, The
Atonement Child brings a new perspective to a widely debated topic.
An unexpected summer fling could turn out to be the best decision she’s ever made! After her father loses the family fortune in an
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insider-trading scheme, single mom Parker Welles is faced with some hard decisions. First order of business: go to Gideon’s
Cove, Maine, to sell the only thing she now owns—a decrepit house in need of some serious flipping. When her father’s wingman,
James Cahill, asks to go with her, she’s not thrilled…even if he is fairly gorgeous and knows his way around a toolbox. Second on
Parker’s list: find a nice man to have a no-strings-attached summer fling with…if that’s even possible in a small town. Having to
fend for herself financially for the first time in her life, Parker signs on as a florist’s assistant and starts to find out who she really is.
Maybe James isn’t the boring lawyer she always thought he was. And maybe the house isn’t the only thing that needs a little
TLC. Previously published.
When baker Penelope Quinn steps in to help her brother’s family through a medical crisis, she’s forced into close proximity with
charming Air Force fighter pilot Eli Price. Penelope has one iron-clad dating rule—she does not date airmen. Months ago, she
relaxed her rule with Eli and immediately lived to regret it. After a long deployment, he’s now back in Misty River and, to her
dismay, she finds him just as tempting as always. Eli’s spent months thinking about funny, feisty, creative Penelope. He once
leveraged his focus and drive to become a pilot, his childhood dream. Now he's set on leveraging that same focus and drive in
order to convince Penelope to give him one more chance. This romantic prequel novella introduces readers to the quaint mountain
town of Misty River and a brand-new series from Christy-winning author Becky Wade!
Ty Porter has always been irresistible to Celia Park. All through high school--irresistible. When their paths cross again after
college--still irresistible. This time, though, Ty seems to feel exactly the same way about Celia. Their whirlwind romance deposits
them at a street-corner Las Vegas wedding chapel. The next morning they wake to a marriage certificate and a dose of cold
reality. Celia's ready to be Ty's wife, but Ty's not ready to be her husband. He's a professional bull rider, he lives on the road, and
he's long planned to settle down with the hometown girl he's known since childhood. Five and a half years pass. Celia's buried her
dreams so that she can afford to raise her daughter. Ty's achieved all of his goals. Or thought he had, until he looks again into the
eyes of the woman he couldn't forget and into the face of the child he never knew he had. How much will Ty sacrifice to win back
Celia's trust and prove to her that their spontaneous marriage can still become the love of a lifetime? Praise for Becky Wade
"Definitely one for the keeper shelf!"--USA Today on Undeniably Yours "A sweet contemporary romance that will make for the
perfect summer read."--Novel Crossing on Undeniably Yours "A feisty heroine, romance, and comedy make this a fabulous debut
and Wade an author to follow."--Library Journal on My Stubborn Heart "A perfect 5 out of 5 stars...can't wait to find more from
Becky in the near future. This is a must-read for your summer love stories!"--Reviews from the Heart blog on My Stubborn Heart
God Is Not Mad at You God loves you. You may have heard it a thousand times, and it is a common theme in Christianity. But do
you believe it? Many of the messages we hear every day (from both society and the church) tell you the exact opposite. As a
result, millions of people from all backgrounds have bought into the idea that God is not only angry but also that He’s angry with
them. This belief is damaging countless lives. In Why Is God So Mad at Me? Pat Schatzline sets the record straight, introducing
you to a God who accepts us, transforms us, renews us, and gives us a future filled with abundant blessing and opportunity.
In Kristi Ann Hunter's "Legacy of Love," Sarah Gooding never suspected returning a brooch to an elderly woman would lead to a
job . . . and introduce her to the woman's grandson, a man far above her station. In Karen Witemeyer's "Gift of the Heart," widow
Ruth Albright uses the family brooch as collateral for a loan from the local banker. But the more she comes to know the man
behind the stern businessman, the more she hopes for a second chance at love. In Sarah Loudin Thomas's "A Shot at Love,"
Fleeta Brady's rough-and-tumble childhood means she prefers hunting to more feminine activities. She never expected her
family's brooch might be how a fellow hunter turns her attention from competition to romance. In Becky Wade's "Because of You,"
Maddie Winslow has spent years in love with a man whose heart was already spoken for. When a church Christmas project brings
them together and she stumbles upon an old family brooch, might it finally be her turn for love?
To Have and to Hold: Three Autumn Love Stories By Betsy St. Amant, Katie Ganshert & Becky Wade They’ve helped orchestrate
the perfect day for countless couples. Now twelve new couples will find themselves in the wedding spotlight in the second Year of
Weddings novella collection. Love Takes the Cake: A September Wedding Story by Betsy St. Amant Charlotte Cantrell is always
the baker; never the bride. When Will, a regular at Charlotte’s bakery, catches her attention, she can only hope that he is the
reliable man this single mother has always hoped to find. The problem is that he’s regularly stopping in to buy cookies for another
girl. But when Charlotte is hired to bake a host of wedding goodies for a difficult bride and finds out Will is the best man, she has
the perfect opportunity to get to know him better—and find out how serious Will is about this other girl in his life. The Perfect
Arrangement: An October Wedding Story by Katie Ganshert Amelia Woods is a small-town wallflower and the proud owner of
Forget-Me-Nots, a quaint flower shop. Her love life has always been a bit lackluster—until she ends up in an embarrassing fenderbender with handsome Nate Gallagher. Meanwhile, Amelia’s younger brother, William, has proposed to his girlfriend. Amelia
would be excited except she has evidence that the fiancée is not who she says she is. It seems Nate is the only one available for
any advice-giving, and he’s good at it—and pretty fun to talk to, too. As Amelia works to craft the perfect flower arrangements for
other people, she begins to wonder if real love is better than the dream. And if it is, will Nate still be interested when he learns who
she is? Love in the Details: A November Wedding Story by Becky Wade When Josh returns to his hometown of Martinsburg,
Texas, to help his best friend get married, he didn’t intend to run into church wedding coordinator—and ex-girlfriend—Holly. He
can’t help but pine after the girl he never got over. Holly broke up with Josh years ago in an attempt to ensure his future success.
But she loved him then and still loves him now. As she helps him plan his best friend’s wedding, she longs to be with Josh but
doesn’t feel worthy of his big-time lifestyle when she is more comfortable in her small-town world. Will Josh and Holly be able to
keep things as they are when their true feelings threaten to surface at every turn?
Rich in Historical Detail, This Is a Romance that Delivers! An unsolved mystery separates ex-privateersman Captain Brogan Talvis
from his lost son--his only living relation, his only family. Shortly before her tragic demise, his wife abandoned their infant to
strangers, refusing to reveal the child's whereabouts. Now, three years later, Brogan has discovered the boy at the home of a
shipbuilder's daughter, Lorena Huntley. Lorena guards a dark secret about her young charge. She finds herself falling for the
heroic captain who has come to claim his newly built ship, unaware his motive for wooing her is to befriend the boy he plans on
reclaiming as his own--until the day another's evil deceit leaves her helplessly shipbound, heading toward England. As the perfect
opportunity to reclaim his son unfolds, Brogan is haunted by thoughts of Lorena in her dire circumstance, and he is forced to make
a heartrending choice between his child and the woman who has begun to capture his heart. But only his unselfish sacrifice can
win him the greatest prize of all--love.
Sidelined by injuries from a vicious assault, chaplain Riley Hale is determined to return to her former duties as an ER nurse. But
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how can she show she’s competent when the hospital won’t let her attempt even simple tasks? Determined to prove herself,
Riley volunteers at a controversial urban free clinic despite her fears about the maverick doctor in charge. Dr. Jack Travis defends
his clinic like he’s commander of the Alamo. He’ll fight the community’s efforts to shut its doors, even if he must use Riley Hale’s
influential family name to make it happen. As Riley strives to regain her skills, Jack finds that she shares his compassion—and stirs
his lonely heart. Riley senses that beneath Jack’s rough exterior is a man she can believe in. But when clinic protests escalate
and questions surface about his past, Jack goes into battle mode and Riley wonders if it’s dangerous to trust him with her heart.
You Are Worth Waiting For! In a world consumed with quick-fixes, superficial romances, and “hookup” relationships, maybe
you’re asking— What’s the benefit to actually waiting for God’s best? Is there a perfect plan for my future—or is it just a fairy tale?
Should I just settle like everyone else? With all-new insights from Jackie Kendall, a new generation will answer these questions
and discover what made Lady in Waiting a life-changing encouragement to over half a million readers worldwide. You will learn to:
• Step into your royal identity as a daughter of the King and experience contentment, security, and patience in your life • Protect
your purity as you see how God sees you—valued, beautiful, and one-of-a-kind • Take advantage of the waiting process and use it
to become a woman of devotion, faith, and conviction • Refuse to settle for anything or anyone less than God’s best for your life
Enjoy the wait, embrace the journey, and experience the extraordinary power of being a Lady in Waiting!
Inspired by the miraculous events of the 2012 Feast of Tabernacles in the En-Gedi Desert near Jerusalem, comes A RUSHING
MIGHTY WIND by Angus Buchan. With sharp attention to detail Buchan fervently testifies how he, together with 4,500 believers,
experienced the reality of the Holy Spirit – the tangible presence of God. He explains how this moving of the Holy Spirit is similar to
what was experienced by the early church as described in Acts 2, and how it highlights numerous past revivals all throughout
history. A RUSHING MIGHTY WIND is a stirring book that will remind readers that the Lord is not just a historical figure, but that
He is alive and at work, and that He is with us – always.
Home is the place to heal, right? At least, that's what Dillon Michaels is hoping as she leaves her disappointing career and
nonstarter love life behind to help her grieving and aging grandfather on his small Oregon farm. The only problem? Her eccentric
mother beat her there and has taken over Dillon's old room. After a few nights sleeping on a sagging sofa, Dillon is ready to give
up, until she receives an unlikely gift--her grandfather's run-down vintage camp trailer, which she quickly resolves to restore with
the help of Jordan Atwood, the handsome owner of the local hardware store. But just when things are finally beginning to run
smoothly, Dillon's noncommittal ex-boyfriend shows up with roses . . . and a ring. Full of quirky characters, family drama, and
sweet romance, The Happy Camper will have you scouring Craigslist for your own diamond-in-the-rough camper to restore and
haunting your local hardware store for a handy guy to help your dreams come true.
Humorous Romance From a Bestselling Author When Britisher Lady Sydney Hathwell's father dies, the American who planned to
wed her suddenly reneges. Stranded in America and penniless, Sydney contacts a relative in Texas who, mistaking her malesounding name, invites his "nephew" to join him on his ranch. "Big Tim" Creighton, however, is appalled when this mincing fop
arrives at Forsaken. He determines he'll turn Fancy Pants Hathwell into a man before the boss returns home. From the get-go, he
has "the kid" mucking stalls, clearing and plowing a field, and assisting with a difficult calving. But when Sydney's true identity is
uncovered, Tim resents being deceived. Yet in time, he also finds that he doesn't like all the attention Sydney garners now that
she's wearing pretty gowns... Together Sydney and Tim will discover the importance of family and what it means to be a man--and
a woman--of God.
What if the only way you could make your father’s last wish come true . . . was to marry the man of your dreams? Emma Tate has
just moved on from one fiancé, so when she announces a sudden engagement to her lifelong buddy Jake Sawyer, every
busybody in Mayfair goes into high alert. Of course, no one but Jake and Emma know the real reason they’re getting married—so
Emma’s dying father will have a chance to walk her down the aisle. But while Jake and Emma move forward with their plan—and
frantically plan an October wedding—it becomes clear that their agreement has a few complications . . . the biggest being their true
feelings for each other. With dubious friends, deliriously thrilled parents, and a town that won’t keep its nose out of their business,
Emma and Jake will have a lot to contend with if they’re going to pull this off. The real question is: Who wants this wedding more,
Emma’s dad . . . or Emma?
Bestselling author Melissa Ferguson’s latest rom-com proves that good fences make good neighbors—and that sometimes love
and hate share a backyard. Bree Leake doesn’t want to be tied down. She’s had more jobs than she can count, and she plans to
move as soon as the curtains fall on her less-than-minor stage role at The Barter—the oldest live performance theater in the US.
But just when it’s time to move on again, Bree’s parents make her an offer: hold steady for a full year, and they will give her the
one thing she's always wanted—her grandmother’s house. Her dreams are coming true . . . until life at the theater throws her some
curve balls. And then there’s Chip McBride—her handsome and infuriating next-door neighbor. Chip just might be the only person
whose stubborn streak can match Bree’s. She would move heaven and earth to have him off her cul-de-sac and out of her life, but
according to the bargain she’s struck, she cannot move out of her house and away from the man who’s making her life miserable.
So begins Bree’s obsessive new mission: to drive Chip out of the neighborhood—and fast. Bree isn't the only one who’s a tad
competitive, and Chip is more than willing to fight fire with fire. But as their pranks escalate, the line between love and hate starts
to blur—and their heated rivalry threatens to take a hilarious, heartwarming, and romantic new turn. A sweet romantic comedy that
can be read as a standalone. Book length: 77,000 words. Includes discussion questions for reading groups. “A book that is filled
with both humor and heart.” —Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author “Ferguson delights with a grand sense of
humor and a captivating story to boot!” —Patti Callahan, New York Times bestselling author of Becoming Mrs. Lewis “Melissa
Ferguson’s The Cul-de-Sac War is sweet, zany, and surprisingly tender. Bree and Chip will have you laughing and rooting for
them until the very end.” —Denise Hunter, bestselling author of Carolina Breeze “With her sophomore novel, Melissa Ferguson
delivers hilarity and heart in equal measure . . . I was thoroughly charmed from beginning to end.” —Bethany Turner, awardwinning author of The Secret Life of Sarah Hollenbeck “Witty, wise, and with just the right amount of wacky, Melissa’s second
novel is as charming as her debut. Competition and chemistry battle to win the day in this hilarious rom-com about two people who
can’t stand to be near each other—or too far apart.” —Betsy St. Amant, author of The Key to Love
Willow Bradford is content taking a break from modeling to run her family's inn until she comes face-to-face with NFL quarterback
Corbin Stewart, the man who broke her heart--and wants to win her back. When a decades-old family mystery brings them
together, they're forced to decide whether they can risk falling for one another all over again.
"I absolutely adore this book...love story begins slow—like a delicious lowcountry boil—but heats up to the perfect ending."
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--Kathleen Y’Barbo, bestselling author of The Black Midnight A heartwarming Avon debut of love, forgiveness, and new
beginnings set in the beautiful South Carolina Lowcountry. Maya Jackson has worked for Laura Whitcomb, Inc, a renowned New
York City bridal gown brand for years and dreams of becoming Head Designer. She has the talent, she just needs a chance to
showcase her unique style. Due to an illness, she’s always prioritized her career over her personal life until Maya’s father
fractures his hip and she returns to Charleston, SC. While home for only a few months, she’s thrilled to find an opportunity at the
local bridal gown boutique, never expecting sparks to fly with its owner... A military veteran and widowed father, Derek Sullivan
hopes to save Always a Bride from bankruptcy in order to preserve the legacy of his family. He also wants to reconnect with his
estranged, twelve-year-old daughter, who is still recovering from the loss of her mother. The last thing he needs is a relationship
with a beautiful, smart, complicated woman who will be leaving soon. When Derek begins to fall for the lovely Maya, he knows
there’s no future. But destiny has its own plans, and these two lonely people with big hearts discover that coming home to love is
the best gift life can give.
They’ve helped orchestrate the perfect day for countless couples. Now twelve new couples will find themselves in the wedding
spotlight in the second Year of Weddings novella collection. Love at Mistletoe Inn by Cindy Kirk Sometimes the road to happiness
is paved with youthful mistakes. A Brush with Love by Rachel Hauck Ginger Winters is a gifted hairstylist with scars no one can
see. The last thing she expects from the New Year is a new chance at love. Serving Up a Sweetheart by Cheryl Wyatt Meadow
knows how to serve delicious food to match any wedding theme. But can she accept love when it’s served up on a silver platter?
All Dressed Up in Love by Ruth Logan Herne Tara walks into Elena’s Bridal and finds her dream job—and a handsome man to
match. In Tune with Love by Amy Matayo April knows her job as maid of honor is to fulfill her sister’s every wish—whatever the
bride wants, she will have. Unless it involves Jack Vaughn. Never a Bridesmaid by Janice Thompson Mari wants her sister
Crystal’s wedding to be perfect. But a poorly-chosen maid of honor may turn it into a disaster. Picture Perfect Love by Melissa
McClone When image becomes everything, it’s up to love to refocus the heart. I Hope You Dance by Robin Lee Hatcher Can two
left feet lead to one perfect romance? Love on a Deadline by Kathryn Springer MacKenzie thought writing wedding stories was
beneath her journalistic abilities. Until one love story rekindled an old flame and opened her heart to love once more. Love Takes
the Cake by Betsy St. Amant She’s known for her delicious cakes, but there’s no recipe for dealing with the new man in her life.
The Perfect Arrangement by Katie Ganshert Meeting Nate was truly an accident—but Amelia finds that he’s one of the few people
she can count on. Love in the Details by Becky Wade Holly ended things to give him a better life, but she was the future he’d
always dreamed of.
The one woman he wants is the one he cannot have. Former foster kid Sebastian Grant has leveraged his intelligence and hard
work to become a pediatric heart surgeon. But not even his career success can erase the void he's tried so hard to fill. Then he
meets high school teacher Leah Montgomery and his fast-spinning world comes to a sudden stop. He falls hard, only to make a
devastating discovery--Leah is the woman his best friend set his heart on months before. Leah's a math prodigy who's only ever
had one big dream--to earn her PhD. Raising her little brother put that dream on hold. Now that her brother will soon be college
bound, she's not going to let anything stand in her way. Especially romance . . . which is far less dependable than algebra. When
Leah receives surprising results from the DNA test she submitted to a genealogy site, she solicits Sebastian's help. Together, they
comb through hospital records to uncover the secrets of her history. The more powerfully they're drawn to each other, the more
strongly Sebastian must resist, and the more Leah must admit that some things in life--like love--can't be explained with numbers.
Michigan Territory, 1814 A voyageur and a young woman swept up in a time of upheaval and danger discover firsthand the high
price of freedom. The British Army has taken control of Michilimackinac Island and its fort, forcing the Americans to swear an oath
of loyalty to the crown in order to retain their land. Pierre Durant is a fur trader who returns after being away from the island for
years, only to find the family farm a shambles and those he cares about starving and at the mercy of British invaders. Torn
between the adventurous life of fur trading and guilt over neglecting his defenseless mother, Pierre is drawn deeper into the fight
against the British--and into a relationship with Angelique MacKenzie, a childhood friend who's grown into a beautiful woman. She
now finds herself trapped by the circumstances of war and poverty, and the cruelty of her guardian, Ebenezer Whiley. As tensions
mount and the violence rages on, Pierre and Angelique must decide where their loyalties rest and how much they'll risk for love.
2015 INSPY Award Winner 2015 Inspirational Reader's Choice Award Winner (Now Known as Faith, Hope, & Love Reader's
Choice Award) Ty Porter has always been irresistible to Celia Park. All through high school--irresistible. When their paths cross
again after college--still irresistible. This time, though, Ty seems to feel exactly the same way about Celia. Their whirlwind romance
deposits them at a street-corner Las Vegas wedding chapel. The next morning they wake to a marriage certificate and a dose of
cold reality. Celia's ready to be Ty's wife, but Ty's not ready to be her husband. He's a professional bull rider, he lives on the road,
and he's long planned to settle down with the hometown girl he's known since childhood. Five and a half years pass. Celia's buried
her dreams so that she can afford to raise her daughter. Ty's achieved all of his goals. Or thought he had, until he looks again into
the eyes of the woman he couldn't forget and into the face of the child he never knew he had. How much will Ty sacrifice to win
back Celia's trust and prove to her that their spontaneous marriage can still become the love of a lifetime? Praise for Becky Wade
"Definitely one for the keeper shelf!"--USA Today on Undeniably Yours "A sweet contemporary romance that will make for the
perfect summer read."--Novel Crossing on Undeniably Yours "A feisty heroine, romance, and comedy make this a fabulous debut
and Wade an author to follow."--Library Journal on My Stubborn Heart "A perfect 5 out of 5 stars...can't wait to find more from
Becky in the near future. This is a must-read for your summer love stories!"--Reviews from the Heart blog on My Stubborn Heart
Charlotte's Web meets My Sister's Keeper in this charming story told from the alternating perspectives of a boy with a fatal heart
condition and the pig with the heart that could save his life. Jeremiah’s heart skips a beat before his first soccer game, but it’s not
nerves. It’s the first sign of a heart attack. He knows he needs to go to the hospital, but he’s determined to score a goal. Charging
after the ball, he refuses to stop…even if his heart does. J6 is a pig and the only one of his five brothers who survived the research
lab. Though he's never left his cell, he thinks of himself as a therapy pig, a scholar, and a bodyguard. But when the lab sends him
to live with Jeremiah's family, there’s one new title he’s desperate to have: brother. At first, Jeremiah thinks his parents took in J6
to cheer him up. But before long, he begins to suspect there's more to his new curly-tailed companion than meets the eye. When
the truth is revealed, Jeremiah and J6 must protect each other at all costs—even if their lives depend on it.
Miranda Woodruff has it all. At least, that's how it looks when she's starring in her homebuilding television show, From the Ground
Up. So when her network begins to talk about making cuts, she'll do anything to boost ratings and save her show--even if it means
pretending to be married to a man who's definitely not the fiance who ran out on her three years ago. When a handsome reporter
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starts shadowing Miranda's every move, all his digging into her personal life brings him a little too close to the truth--and to her.
Can the girl whose entire identity is wrapped up in her on-screen persona finally find the nerve to set the record straight? And if
she does, will the life she's built come crashing down just as she's found a love to last? "Sweet, fun, and faith-filled, Melissa Tagg's
Made To Last is a story made to delight lovers of romance and behind-the-scenes reality TV. Pull up an armchair and enjoy!"--Lisa
Wingate, National Bestselling Author of Blue Moon Bay, one of Booklist's Top 10 of 2012 "Clever plot. Engaging, funny, fresh
writing. A winning voice with deeper layers that touch the heart. Melissa Tagg is the whole package. A delight for CBA
readers."--Rachel Hauck, award-winning and bestselling author of Once Upon a Prince "If there is such thing as a perfect story,
Melissa Tagg has written it with this first novel. Laugh-out-loud funny, a delightful premise, hunky heroes, surprising plot twists and
poignant, heart-tugging moments, all wound together with beautiful writing. Made to Last is a keeper that will charm its way onto
your shelf, and into your heart."--Susan May Warren, RITA Award winner and bestselling author of Take a Chance on Me "Made
to Last is a fun romantic comedy that will have you turning the pages. Melissa Tagg is a fresh voice to watch."--Jenny B. Jones,
award-winning author of Save the Date and There You'll Find Me "Melissa Tagg has written a fun, fast-paced romance. Her first
novel will certainly not be her last."--Kristin Billerbeck, author of The Scent of Rain "A must for fans of romantic comedy! Melissa
Tagg's endearing characters charmed me and their story line captured my imagination. Reading Made To Last was like eating a
hot fudge brownie sundae with girlfriends. Fun. Delicious. Completely entertaining."--Becky Wade, author of My Stubborn Heart
and Undeniably Yours "With witty dialogue, lovable characters, and an entertaining plot, Melissa Tagg is sure to become a new
favorite among fans of Christian romance. Made to Last reminds us all that we are more than the roles we play. At our core,
beneath our failures and hang-ups, we are loved and cherished by a faithful God."--Katie Ganshert, author of Wildflowers From
Winter and Wishing on Willows "Readers are going to fall in love with Melissa Tagg's novels! She writes vivid stories filled with trueto-life characters who wrestle with questions about life, faith and romance. Melissa's writing is equal parts laugh out loud humor
and moments that touch your heart. I can't wait for others to discover this talented new author!"--Beth K. Vogt, author of Wish You
Were Here and Catch a Falling Star "What happens when a harmless lie you didn't intend to tell takes on a life of its own? When
you're Miranda Woodruff, star of a home improvement show, you learn how to let go and become who God called you to be
because nothing else is left. A great story with life-impacting truth surrounded by romance to make you swoon."--Cara Putman,
award-winning author of A Wedding Transpires on Mackinac Island "Reading Made to Last, Melissa Tagg's debut novel, was like
meeting new friends whom I wanted to continue hanging out with long after the book ended. Melissa's fresh voice and ability to
craft a well-written story hooked me with the opening line and held my attention to the very end. Her flawed characters, LOL
moments and spiritual truth provided a foundation for a stellar debut novel. I even had to dab my teary eyes a couple of times.
Melissa Tagg is an author to watch and one whose books I want to fill my shelves."--Lisa Jordan, award-winning author of
Lakeside Reunion and Lakeside Family
For those who love Historical Fiction about Christian heroes of the faithHistorically accurate, and based upon Andrew Murray's
letters and early biographies A boyish and fun-loving Andrew Murray arrives back in South Africa after being ordained at the
Hague on his twentieth birthday. He soon discovers that his preaching lacks the power displayed by his heroes of the faith. He
therefore decides to embark on a quest to become a powerful preacher filled with the Holy Spirit. But not long after his
appointment as pastor to the Dutch emigrants beyond the borders of the Cape, he finds that he is being shunted off course by a
frenetic round of preaching tours that sap his energy and leave him little time to spend with God. He also finds himself having to
cope with an overly demanding church council, as well as walk a tightrope between the Boer farmers and the British Settler
community who are bent on land speculation to the detriment of neighbouring tribes. Feeling overwhelmed by the task, and
knowing that he was pressed into taking it, he starts to doubt his calling. It does not take him long to realize that he has to either
man-up or bow out. WALK with Andrew Murray as he negotiates his first year of ministry to the Voortrekkers in the Orange River
Sovereignty and the Transvaal between the years 1849 and 1850. PLACE yourself with him in the wilds of Africa teaming with
game, lions and African wolves. THROW into this mix the British, who at the Battle of Boomplaats in 1848 have just taken over the
land between the Orange and Vaal Rivers. IMMERSE yourself in a world where the Boer is forever ready to rebel against their
British overlords, and where Paramount Chief Moshesh of the Basuto is constantly threatening war against the British and
neighbouring tribes. OBSERVE how Andrew Murray at twenty-one is able to straddle the divide between Boer and Brit and grow
into his role as lone pastor, eager to serve his far-flung congregation of over 20 000 souls. Scroll up and grab a copy today
#1 New York Times, USA Today, and internationally bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout returns to the world of the Lux with
The Burning Shadow, the steamy, shocking second installment of the Origin series that will leave readers reeling. When Evelyn
Dasher crossed paths with Luc, she was thrown headfirst into the world of the Lux—only to discover that she was already far more
involved in their world than she ever suspected. Because the Luxen aren’t the only ones with a hidden past. There’s a gap in
Evie’s memory, lost months of her life and a lingering sense that something happened, something she can’t remember and
nobody is willing to tell her. She needs to find out the truth about who she is—and who she was. But every answer she finds only
brings up more questions. Her search for the truth brings her ever closer to Luc, the Origin at the center of it all. He’s powerful,
arrogant, inhumanly beautiful, extremely dangerous...and possibly in love with her. But even as Evie falls for him, she can’t help
but wonder if his attraction is to her, or to the memory of a girl who no longer exists. And all the while, a new threat looms: reports
of a flu-like, fatal virus that the government insists is being spread by Luxen. A horrifying illness that changes whoever it touches,
spreading panic across a country already at its breaking point. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
2016 RITA Award Finalist Former Marine Jake Porter has far deeper scars than the one that marks his face. He struggles with
symptoms of PTSD, lives a solitary life, and avoids relationships. When Lyndie James, Jake's childhood best friend, lands back in
Holley, Texas, Jake cautiously hires her to exercise his Thoroughbreds. Lyndie is tender-hearted, fiercely determined, and afraid
of nothing, just like she was as a child. Jake pairs her with Silver Leaf, a horse full of promise but lacking in results, hoping she can
solve the mystery of the stallion's reluctance to run. Though Jake and Lyndie have grown into very different adults, the bond that
existed during their childhood still ties them together. Against Jake's will, Lyndie's sparkling, optimistic personality begins to tear
down the walls he's built around his heart. A glimmer of the hope he'd thought he'd lost returns, but fears and regrets still plague
him. Will Jake ever be able to love Lyndie like she deserves, or is his heart too shattered to mend? Praise for Becky Wade "I
wasn't ready for this story to end, but when it did, I sighed the happy/longing sort of sigh that romance readers know so
well..."--USA Today on Undeniably Yours "They are a couple you'll be rooting for to have their Texas fairy-tale ending."--Romantic
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Times on Undeniably Yours "I adored this book. It was hilariously funny, heartwarming, and too cute! I laughed. I cried. It made me
smile countless times."--Will Bake for Books blog on Meant to Be Mine
2012 RITA Award Finalist Kate Donovan is burned out on work, worn down by her dating relationships, and in need of an
adventure. When her grandmother asks Kate to accompany her to Redbud, Pennsylvania, to restore the grand old house she
grew up in, Kate jumps at the chance, takes a leave of absence from her job as a social worker, and the two of them set off. Upon
her arrival in Redbud, Kate meets Matt Jarreau, the man her grandmother has hired to renovate the house. From the first moment
she meets Matt, Kate can't help but be attracted to him--he's got a combination of good looks and charisma that draw and tug at
her. But she knows there's zero chance of a romance between them. Matt's in love with his dead wife, and even if he weren't, Kate
realizes that she's way too ordinary for him. For Matt Jarreau is no ordinary guy. Kate discovers that he was once a great NHL
hockey player who left the sport when his wife--an honest-to-goodness former Miss America--was diagnosed with brain cancer.
Matt's been hiding from people, from God, and from his past ever since. Yet Kate is absolutely determined to befriend him, to try to
reach him, to help him in some small way. No, Kate's not looking for love. She knows better than that by now. But when the stilted,
uncomfortable interactions between Kate and Matt slowly shift into something more, is God finally answering the longing of her
heart? Or will Kate be required to give up more than she ever dreamed?
Against all odds Makeda, daughter of an obscure African chieftain, is chosen as Queen of all Sheba. Recognising her own
inexperience, yet desperately wanting to address Sheba's appalling and deep-rooted social injustice, she is persuaded by her
cousin Tamrin, a wealthy merchant and narrator of the novel, to visit Solomon, King of Israel, to discover how he governs his
kingdom. She is hugely impressed by Israel's general prosperity, by the wisdom and integrity with which Solomon rules, and by the
Hebrew religion, which she adopts. However, all is not as it seems. Solomon, trapped in a childless, loveless, marriage, is
entranced by the beautiful and intelligent African princess. While she returns to her homeland, determined to put what she has
learned into practice, the splendid King of Israel starts to lose his way :
From three bestselling authors come sweet stories about love, friendship, and happily ever after. A Brush with Love by Rachel
Hauck (also published in A Season to Wed) Ginger emerges from the pain of a childhood tragedy with a gift for bringing out the
beauty in others. Despite her prestigious partnerships and clients, Ginger can’t help feeling like she’s on the outside looking in.
But Ginger will have to rally her confidence when she’s asked to be the “beauty-maker” for the Alabama society wedding of the
decade. Then her high-school crush Tom Wells Jr. also returns to town and asks her for a haircut, Ginger’s thinly veiled
insecurities threaten to keep her locked away from love. Despite Tom’s best efforts, Ginger can’t forget how he disappeared on
her twelve years ago and broke her heart. Can she ever trust him again? Love in the Details by Becky Wade (also published in To
Have and to Hold) Eight years have passed since Holly last saw her high school sweetheart, Josh. Now his best friend’s wedding
has brought Josh back to Martinsburg, Texas. His duties as best man and Holly's as the church's volunteer wedding coordinator
link them together. She never told him the true reason for their breakup all those years ago, but it’s hard to keep the secret as
feelings reemerge. And with those feelings comes the fear that held her back the last time. Not a day's gone by since Josh parted
from Holly that he hasn't thought about her. He doesn't want to make himself vulnerable to her again, but the more time he spends
with her, the harder it is to deny the love he still has for her. As the wedding approaches, both Holly and Josh will have to decide if
they want to risk everything for love. An October Bride by Katie Ganshert (also published in Autumn Brides) Emma Tate has just
ended an engagement. So when she suddenly announces that she’s engaged—again—this time to her lifelong buddy Jake Sawyer,
every busybody in town is talking about it. Of course, no one but Jake and Emma know the real reason they’re getting married: so
Emma’s dying father will have a chance to walk her down the aisle. But while Jake and Emma move forward with their plan and
frantically organize an October wedding, it becomes clear that their agreement has a few complications—the biggest being their
true feelings for each other. With dubious friends, ecstatic parents, and nosy neighbors, Emma and Jake have a lot to contend with
if they’re going to pull this off. The real question is who wants this wedding more, Emma’s dad or Emma?
Holly ended things to give him a better life, but she was the future he’d always dreamed of. Eight years have passed since Holly
last saw her high school sweetheart, Josh. Now the wedding of Josh’s best friend has brought him back to Martinsburg, Texas.
His duties as best man and Holly's as the church's volunteer wedding coordinator link them together. As they work behind the
scenes to plan a beautiful November wedding for their friends, they're forced to confront painful reminders of what might have
been. Holly broke up with Josh all those years ago in an attempt to ensure his future success. However, she never told him the
true reason behind her actions and now must decide whether to keep her secret hidden. She's terrified of letting herself fall for him
because she barely managed to piece her life back together after losing him the last time. Not a day's gone by since Josh parted
from Holly that he hasn't thought about her. The pain of the past eight years has been too much to bear and he doesn't want to
make himself vulnerable to her again. But the more time he spends with her, the harder it is to deny the love he still has for her.
Will Josh and Holly risk their hearts on the hope that God's timing really can be best?
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